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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Context
Regional Power Corporation, trading as (T/A) Horizon Power, is a Western Australian (WA) Government 

the Electricity Corporations Act 2005 and is governed by a Board of Directors accountable to the Minister for 
Energy.

Horizon Power is proposing to construct a future energy system including renewable energy facilities together 
with batteries and backup firming diesel generation, to supply electricity to four towns in the Kimberley Region 
of Western Australia, including 900kW renewable infrastructure in Warmun, Beagle Bay, Ardyaloon and 
Bidyadanga (Table 1) (the Project). The electricity networks in these towns are non-interconnected systems, as 
such the proposed energy facility and existing power station would be the primary supply source for 
residential and business customers in the towns and surrounding areas. Low emissions electricity was 

-carbon future 
program of work which provides guidance on the development of the sectoral emissions reduction strategies 
(SERS) to transition the economy to net zero. The Project aligns with the Western Australian Climate Policy and
presents an opportunity for cost effective carbon abatement. The Project is expected to reduce emissions 
between 2332 tonnes and 5734 tonnes of carbon.

The final design and footprint required for the Project will be determined once geotechnical and Aboriginal 
heritage survey are undertaken. The geotechnical survey will require the clearing of up to 5.8 ha of native 
vegetation at one site in Ardyaloon, Beagle Bay and Bidyadanga, and two sites in Warmun, to allow for 
geotechnical testing, including incidental clearing (driving over and parking on native vegetation) for vehicle / 
machinery access to test sites for the geotechnical survey works. 

The construction of the project will require the permanent clearing of up to 21.2 ha in total, for four remote 
communities to generate approximately 900 kVA of installed DC, backup thermal generation, battery, laydown 
area, fire breaks and access tracks. Specific detail of the proposed clearing is provided in Section 3 of this 
document. A Native Vegetation Clearing Permit (NVCP) will be required from the Department of Water and 
Environmental Regulation (DWER). Horizon Power met with DWER in early 2023 and identified that the sites 
can be assessed together under a single clearing permit application.

1.2 Scope and Purpose 
This document has been prepared to support a NVCP application form for the Project. Specifically, this 
document provides further detail regarding the proposed activities and related clearing (including application 
of the mitigation hierarchy), and ecological surveys undertaken within and near to the clearing footprint.

An assessment of the 10 Clearing Principles as outlined in A guide to the assessment of applications to clear 
native vegetation (DER 2014) has also been undertaken and is presented Section 8.

A Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) has also been prepared in support of the NVCP 
Application and is provided in Appendix D.

2 Description of the Activity 
2.1 Project Location
The site locations and neighbouring land uses are detailed below in Table 1. Several sites are being considered 
for both Warmun and Ardyaloon to allow for flexibility in site selection following the Aboriginal heritage survey 
and geotechnical survey. The Project will be subject to ongoing discussions with Ardyaloon Incorporated, 
Djarindjin Aboriginal Corporation, Bardi and Jawi Traditional Owners, Beagle Bay Futures Aboriginal 
Corporation, Nyul Nyul Traditional Owners, Bidyadanga Aboriginal Community, La Grange Incorporated, 
Karajarri Traditional Owners, Warmun Community Incorporated and Yurriyangen Taam.
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Site B will proceed at Warmun, and either Site A or C. Note, Warmun Site C is the backup option, pending 
heritage survey, as it is further from existing infrastructure. The preferred site for Ardyaloon remote 
community is Ardyaloon A. Site B is the backup option for this community.

Table 1 Site locations and land uses

Community Number 
of sites

Site location Shire Neighbouring land 
uses

Warmun 3 Warmun Site A (preferred):

Portion Lot 504 on Deposited Plan 52633 (Crown Land 
Title Volume 3139 Folio 427)

Portion Dedicated Main Road PIN 11598590

Portion dedicated public utility 3345003

Warmun Site B (preferred):

Portion Lot 114 on Deposited Plan 219259 (Crown Land 
Title Volume 3127 Folio 846)

Portion Lot 504 on Deposited Plan 52633 (Crown Land 
Title Volume 3139 Folio 427)

Warmun Site C (backup):

Portion Dedicated Main Road PIN 11603657

Shire of 
Halls 
Creek

Road

Existing power plant

Beagle Bay 1 Volume LR3055 Folio 241 Lot 246 on Deposited Plan 
91725

Shire of 
Broome

Existing power plant

Rural

Aboriginal traditional 
purposes

Ardyaloon 2 Ardyaloon Site A (preferred):

LR3128 Folio 867 Lot 89 on Deposited Plan 91011

Ardyaloon Site B (backup):

Volume 2959 Folio 704 Lot 100 on Deposited Plan 415243

Shire of 
Broome

Rural

Aboriginal traditional 
purposes

Bidyadanga 1 Volume LR 3127, Folio 124 Lot 278 on Deposited Plan 
240321 Reserve 9697

Shire of 
Broome

Rural 

De Grey Stock Route
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2.2 Activity Overview and Timelines
The geotechnical works will consist of mainly incidental clearing (driving over and parking on native 
vegetation) for vehicle / machinery access to test sites for the geotechnical survey works.

The Project will consist of the construction of several future energy systems including renewable infrastructure 
generating approximately 900 kVA of installed DC, battery energy storage system, backup thermal generation, 
laydown and construction areas, access tracks and associated supporting infrastructure.

The geotechnical works is proposed for 2024. Construction is expected to start in 2025 and 2026, delivered as 
a program of work, with commissioning to follow. A five-year clearing permit is requested to accommodate 
supplier readiness, procurement of batteries and renewables technology with clearing undertaken 3 months 
before construction.

2.3 Land Access
Horizon will utilise the access conferred by Sections 46 and 49 of the Energy Operators (Powers) Act 1979 (the 
Act) for geotechnical investigations. Leases for the proposed sites are undergoing negotiation, and 
construction activities for the Project will not commence until the appropriate legal arrangements for tenure 
are executed.

3 Description of Proposed Clearing
3.1 Proposed Clearing Area
The final design and footprint required for the Project will be determined once geotechnical survey works and 
heritage surveys are undertaken. A Development Envelope (DE) has been identified for this clearing permit 
application, with all clearing to be undertaken within this 100.4  ha area.  

The geotechnical survey will require the temporary clearing of up to 5.8 ha of native vegetation in total (Table 
3). The proposed clearing will be mainly incidental clearing (driving over and parking on native vegetation) for 
vehicle / machinery access to test sites for the geotechnical survey works. 

The construction of the Project will require the permanent clearing of up to 21.2 ha; 16 ha for infrastructure, 
laydown area, fire breaks and access tracks at the four communities; and up to 5.2 ha for connecting 
infrastructure.  

It is assumed that all geotechnical investigations will be located within the permanent clearing footprint, any 
geotechnical investigations outside the permanent clearing footprint will be rehabilitated in accordance with 
Section 6.2.1.  

Table 2 Clearing estimated per remote community

Community Proposed clearing Clearing breakdown

Warmun 5.6 ha Geotechnical Survey: 1.12 ha

Infrastructure and connections: 5.6 ha

Beagle Bay 4.0 ha Geotechnical Survey: 1.56 ha.

Infrastructure and connections: 4 ha

Ardyaloon 5.4 ha Geotechnical Survey: 1.56 ha.

Infrastructure and connections: 5.4 ha

Bidyadanga 6.2 ha Geotechnical Survey: 1.56 ha

Infrastructure and connections: 6.2 ha
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3.2 Proposed Clearing Method
Temporary clearing is proposed for the geotechnical surveys, including mechanical removal and driving over 
vegetation.

Mechanical removal will be undertaken for the infrastructure construction. 

4 Ecological Survey
Warmun was originally considered in 2019 for a small solar project. A targeted flora survey was undertaken in 
February 2019 for the chosen site, now referred to as Site B (GHD 2019) (Appendix A). Project modelling 
identified that this site would be too small to meet renewables penetration targets for Warmun, therefore an 
additional two sites are under consideration in addition to Site B, referred to as Sites A and C.

GHD (2021) undertook a detailed and targeted flora and vegetation survey and basic and targeted fauna 
survey for Ardyaloon, Beagle Bay, Bidyadanga and Djarindjin (Appendix B) in 2021 to support the 
environmental approvals for these projects. Due to changes to the proposed project footprint resulting from 
land negotiations, a follow up survey was undertaken in 2023 (Appendix C), including the addition of Warmun 
sites A and C, and Ardyaloon sites A and B. 

Connection corridors for three of the locations (Ardyaloon, Bidyadanga and Warmun) and one area 0.5 ha in 
size to the north of Warmun have not been surveyed due to access restrictions. Data for these locations have 
been extrapolated in Section 5 and is represented in Figure 1, Figure 3 and Figure 4.

The survey work undertaken to date is detailed below in Table 3. The results of the surveys are summarised in 
Table 4. 

Table 3 Survey details for all sites

Survey title Survey 
Year

Survey type Purpose Sites surveyed

Warmun Solar Area 
Assessment memo 
(GHD 2019)

2019 Targeted flora survey Identification of 
environmental constraints 
for Warmun Site B adjacent 
to existing power station

Warmun Site B

West Kimberley 
Solar Flora and 
Fauna assessment 
(GHD 2021)

2021 Detailed and targeted 
flora and vegetation 
survey, and basic and 
targeted fauna survey.

Identification of 
environmental constraints at 
Ardyaloon, Beagle Bay, 
Bidyadanga and Djarindjin

Ardyaloon (near current site) 

Beagle Bay (overlapping 
current site)

Bidyadanga (near current 
site)

Djarindjin (not included in 
this clearing permit)

Future Energy 
Systems: Dampier 
Peninsula and 
Warmun Biological 
survey (GHD 2023)

2023 A detailed and targeted 
flora and vegetation 
survey, and basic and 
targeted fauna survey.

Identification of 
environmental constraints at 
Ardyaloon, Beagle Bay, 
Bidyadanga, Djarindjin, 
Warmun

Ardyaloon Site A and B 

Beagle Bay 

Bidyadanga 

Djarindjin (not included in 
this clearing permit)

Warmun Site A and C
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5 Existing Environment
The existing environment is summarised in Table 5. 



Vegetation 
association 

Scale

Pre-European extent 
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Current extent (ha)

% Remaining

% of current extent in 
all DBCA managed 
land (proportion of 
current extent)
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6 Avoidance, Mitigation and Management Measures
6.1 Avoidance 
Initial avoidance and minimisation was undertaken during site selection, including placement of the proposed 
infrastructure adjacent to the existing assets to reduce the clearing associated with additional transmission 
infrastructure.  

The following avoidance measures have also been applied to each site: 

 A 50 m buffer has been applied around the Priority flora at Warmun Site C and this area has been excluded 
from the DE. 

 A 50 m buffer has been applied around some populations of Tephrosia andrewsii where these can be avoided, 
and these areas have been excluded from the DE.  

 No more than 1 ha of the PEC will be cleared for the proposed Beagle Bay works. It is anticipated this PEC will 
be avoided entirely; however, this is pending the outcomes of the Aboriginal heritage survey. 

6.2 Mitigation and Management 
6.2.1 Geotechnical works 

A CEMP has been developed for the project (Appendix D), this lists the specific mitigation and management 
measures to be applied. Key management measures include: 

 Where possible, pre-existing access tracks will be used and vehicles and machinery will exit the DE along the 
same route used for access.  

 Mechanical clearing for the development of formal access tracks is not proposed during geotechnical works. 

 Areas of degraded, sparsely vegetated and/or previously cleared areas will be preferentially selected for the 
location of test pit and laydown areas. 

 Works will be undertaken systematically to minimise re-run and compaction of access tracks. 

 Standard weed and hygiene management practices which will be applied to these works. 

 Mechanical clearing will be undertaken slowly and in a one-way direction to allow fauna to move offsite if 
present. 

6.2.1.1 Restoration of Cleared Areas 

Restoration of the site will be limited to management of excavated fill and compaction (where applicable), as 
follows: 

 Topsoil will be stockpiled separately to other excavated materials.  

 On completion of test pit works, excavated materials will be placed back into the test pits. Topsoil from the test 
pit will then be respread over the surface. 

 Recontouring of soil within the test pit and laydown areas will be undertaken. 

6.2.2 Project infrastructure 

Key management measures detailed in the CEMP for the Project include: 

 No clearing is permitted outside the DE.  

 Clearing will be minimised where possible through placement of assets and access tracks in existing cleared 
locations where possible. 

 The clearing locations are to be demarcated prior to clearing activities.  

 Clearing areas are to be checked by an Environmental Specialist or Site Supervisor prior to clearing to ensure no 
more than 21.2 ha of clearing is undertaken for the Project. 

 A pre-clearing toolbox will be held so all staff are aware of their responsibilities under the permit.  

 No more than 1 ha of the PEC will be cleared for the proposed Beagle Bay works. 
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Clearing of native vegetation will be undertaken in a slow, progressive manner in one direction to allow fauna 
to move away from the clearing area.

7 Stakeholder Engagement 
Horizon Power has engaged with the Traditional Owners, local community, local Shires and Department of Planning 
and Heritage to date. 

8 Assessment Against the 10 Clearing Principles 
An assessment against the 10 Clearing Principles has been undertaken to support the NVCP application for the 
Project, as presented in Table 6. The assessment found that the proposed clearing of native vegetation for the 
Project is unlikely to be at variance with any clearing principles. 
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9 Other matters
9.1 Land Planning
9.1.1 Approvals required under the Planning and Development Act 2005

The project will be considered Public Works and is expected to be exempt from development approval under 
Section 6 of the Public Development 2005, however, due regard is required with respect to:

The purpose and intent of any planning scheme that has effect in the locality where, and at the time
when, the right is exercised;

The orderly and proper planning, and the preservation of the amenity, of that locality at that time; and

Any advice provided by the responsible authority in the course of the consultation required.

9.2 Other approvals
In considering a clearing matter under section 51O of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act), the 
DWER CEO shall have regard to any planning instrument and other relevant matters when making decisions as 

considers relevant. Other matters are generally environmental issues not directly within the scope of the 
clearing principles, but within the object and principles of the Act. Other approvals that may apply to this 
Project are detailed below.

Table 7 Other approvals

Other approvals Assessment 

Referral to Environmental 
Protection Authority 

Due to the small scale of the project in remote locations, it is considered that all environmental 
impacts can be managed under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act) and 
referral to the EPA is not considered necessary.

Referral to Department of 
Climate Change, Energy, the 
Environment and Water
(DCCEEW)

Threatened flora, fauna and ecological communities

Fourteen Threatened fauna species were identified within 20 km of the Warmun DE. Habitat
for Grey Falcon and Gouldian Finch is present in the DE. No TECs were recorded in the 
Warmun DE.

Thirty-three Threatened fauna species were identified within 20 km of the Beagle Bay DE.
Habitat for Gouldian Finch (Erythrura gouldiae) and Greater Bilby (Macrotis lagotis) was
recorded in the DE. No Bilby burrows were recorded. One TEC was present within 20 km, the 
Monsoon vine thickets. This TEC was not identified in the biological survey.

Thirty-four Threatened fauna species were identified within 20 km of the Ardyaloon DE.
Habitat for Gouldian Finch (Erythrura gouldiae), Grey Falcon (Falco hypoleucos) and Greater
Bilby (Macrotis lagotis) was recorded in the DE. No Bilby burrows were recorded. One TEC
was present within 20 km, the Monsoon vine thickets. This TEC was not identified in the 
biological survey.

Thirty-one Threatened fauna species were identified within 20 km of the Bidyadanga DE.
Habitat for Grey Falcon (Falco hypoleucos) and Greater Bilby (Macrotis lagotis) was recorded 
in the DE. No Bilby burrows were recorded. One TEC was present within 20 km, the 
Monsoon vine thickets. This TEC was not identified in the biological survey.

Given the abundance of alternative habitat, no significant impacts are expected to Threatened 
fauna, and referral to DCCEEW is not considered to be required. 

Migratory fauna

15 Migratory species were recorded within 20 km of the Warmun DE. No significant habitat
for these species is likely to be removed.

49 Migratory species were recorded within 20 km of the Beagle Bay DE. Habitat for Oriental 
Pratincole (Glareola maldivarum) was recorded in the Beagle Bay DE. Oriental Pratincole 
have a wide-ranging habitat, no significant habitat for Oriental Pratincole or other Migratory
species is likely to be removed.

53 Migratory species were recorded within 20 km of the Ardyaloon DE. No significant habitat
for these species is likely to be removed.

47 Migratory species were recorded within 20 km of Bidyadanga. The Oriental Pratincole 
(Glareola maldivarum) was recorded in the Bidyadanga DE. Oriental Pratincole have a wide-
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Other approvals Assessment 

ranging habitat, no significant habitat for Oriental Pratincole or other Migratory species is 
likely to be removed.

One Marine listed species under the EPBC Act, the Rainbow Bee-eater (Merops ornatus), was 
recorded at the Ardyaloon site. This species is widespread across Australia and WA and 
occupies a wide variety of habitats. It is likely this species would be present across all the 
survey sites on the Dampier Peninsula and at Warmun. 

National heritage

Ardyaloon, Beagle Bay and Bidyadanga are all within the West Kimberley National Heritage Area. 
The West Kimberley National Heritage Area is characterised by unique geological features, 
coastal geography, vine thickets TEC, fossils, reefs, rock art and significant Aboriginal history.

No unique features were identified in the biological survey, no reefs, fossils, rock art or Vine 
thicket TEC will be disturbed by the works. All sites are subject to Aboriginal heritage survey and 
ongoing consultant is being undertaken with the Aboriginal people. 

No impacts to national heritage values are expected from the proposed works.

Wetlands of international importance

The Warmun DE is upstream of two Ramsar wetlands, the nearest is Lakes Argyle and 
Kununurra, which will not be impacted by the proposed works. The remaining DEs do not 
overlap Ramsar wetlands.

Works Approval or Licence 
under EP Act

No works approvals or licences are required for this project.

Groundwater or surface 
water licence under the 
Rights in Water and Irrigation 
Act 1914

Horizon Power is permitted to access water under Section 42 and 49 of the Electricity Operator 
(Powers) Act 1979. No approvals under the RIWI Act will be required for the project.

Notice of Intent to Clear 
system under the Soil and 
Land Conservation Act 1945

Not Applicable.

State and municipal heritage No State heritage sites are within Warmun, Ardyaloon, Beagle Bay or Bidyadanga (spatial 
dataset DPLH-006; DPLH-008, GoWA 2023).

Native title Warmun

Warmun is subject to the Yurriyangem Taam determination.  Native Title does not exist on Lot 
504 on Deposited Plan 5263.  Non-Exclusive Native Title rights and interests exist on Lot 411 on 
Deposited Plan 219259.

Beagle Bay

Beagle Bay is subject to the Bindunbur (Nyul Nyul Area) determined exclusive native title rights 
and interests. Reserve 1834 is subject to exclusive native title rights and interests, and s47A of 
the Native Title Act 1993 has been determined to apply.

An Indigenous Land Use Agreement is being negotiated.

Ardyaloon

Ardyaloon is subject to the Bardi and Jawi People determined exclusive native title rights and 
interests. The existing Power Station site is being leased.

Portion Lot 89 on Plan 91011, LR3128/867, is 
Benefit of Aborigines
Affairs Planning Authority. Reserve 20927 is proclaimed under Part III of the Aboriginal Affairs 
Planning Authority Act 1972.

Reserve 20927 is subject to exclusive native title rights and interests.

Lease J966232 is a subleased to Lease I499093 held by Aryaloon Inc. Horizon Power is seeking to 
negotiate sublease with Ardyaloon Inc.

Bidyadanga

Bidyadanga is subject to the Karajarri People Area B determined non-exclusive native title rights 
and interests. Horizon Power is negotiating an Indigenous Land Use Agreement.
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Other approvals Assessment 

Aboriginal Sites of 
Significance under the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972

Pop the new / yet to be 
repealed act in here as well? 

Warmun 

No known Aboriginal Heritage Sites are within the Warmun DE (GoWA 2022).

Beagle Bay

No known Aboriginal Heritage Sites are within the Beagle Bay DE (spatial dataset DPLH-001; 
GoWA, 2023). The nearest site is Bobby Creek, 3.8 km south and east.

Ardyaloon

Six Lodged Aboriginal Heritage Sites are within Ardyaloon DE (spatial dataset DPLH-001; GoWA 
2022):

Malumbu, Dampierland (Place ID 14646) 

Marildjinon Dampierland (Place ID 14639) 

Mwarngun (Place ID 13888) 

Djugogun (Place ID 13889)

Nimamara (Place ID 13938)

Gundalmara (Place ID 13939)

Bidyadanga

There are no known Aboriginal Heritage Sites within the Bidyadanga DE (spatial dataset DPLH-
001; GoWA, 2022).

Management and avoidance

Horizon Power has an external Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Policy,  that details our 
commitment to avoid impacting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage whenever and wherever 
possible.

Aboriginal cultural heritage avoidance surveys will be undertaken on all sites and a heritage 
protection plan developed if required, in consultation with the knowledge holders. 

As appropriate, management measures will be implemented during activities, such as the 
engagement of cultural heritage monitors during ground disturbing works. 
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